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Southwestern Zone - 2 Director Roles available

J-S Forget - Southwestern Zone candidate
My Name is Jean-Simon (J-S) Forget, I am a professional ski instructor in Whistler, B. C.

I have been instructing for over a decade both in the Laurentide’s region in Quebec and
Whistler. I started teaching at the age of 16 in Mont-Tremblant. Very quickly I found my passion
of teaching skiing to any ability and age group. I coached at the Nancy Green level through the
Development level and the senior weekly program. This experience allowed me to obtain my
CSIA Level 3 and ACA Level 2 trained. After a few years of full-time instructing came the
opportunity for me to move to Whistler, where I completed my CSIA Level 4, which enabled me
to work courses with the CSIA and classify me as a Level 4 Course Conductor. In the meantime,
I became part of the training program within the snow school, running sessions and having a
voice in the training department to support the talent development. Most recently, my passion
and hard work ethic allowed me to reach my ultimate goal to become an Interski member. And it
is with honour I will represent our organization and its members in Levi, Finland this upcoming
winter.

I strongly believe that creating good relationships is what teaching skiing is all about and
this starts within the alliance and the members. I know that I can help my fellow members
achieve their goals through strong work ethics and by giving the best quality of on snow
sessions. I also feel that my experience on ground and the new ideas I bring to the table will
bolster the latest changes made by CSIA. I am dedicated to bring the best of my abilities to the
board of directors.

To conclude, if I were to be elected onto the board of directors, I would work toward
offering more development opportunities to each and every ski instructor in the smaller resorts
as well as the big resorts. I look forward to become a voice for the members of the
Southwestern zone to enable me to make the adequate changes and additions to keep the
CSIA moving forward.

Ying Zhou - Southwestern Zone Candidate
Ying Zhou lives in Vancouver and has two daughters.  She was born in China and has a

degree in Chemical Engineering.  For more than a decade she worked in major financial
institutions in China before coming to Canada in 2009, where she joined RBC Wealth
Management.

Since 2020, Ying has worked in the Office of a Member of Parliament as a senior
communications advisor. She is also self-employed as a communications consultant for UBC’s
“Campus Vision 2050.”

Active in public service, Ying was elected as a Resident Director of the University
Neighbourhoods Association (UNA) for six years beginning in 2013, including served as
Treasurer for three years and Chair for two years.  The UNA provides municipal-like services to
the approximately 15,000 residents with an annual operating budget of $7 million. She also
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oversaw the development of the UNA’s first Strategic Vision Plan.Ying has had many
opportunities to exercise a high level of diplomacy, discretion, and strategic thinking.

Ying’s continuing education includes management and communication skills training in
China, and courses in governance, leadership development, and emotional intelligence in
Canada.  She is fluent in English and Mandarin as well as speaking some French and
Cantonese.

With her past experience and strong community connections, Ying is well-positioned to
identify effective ways to engage a wide variety of CSIA members – including those for whom
English is a second language – in CSIA activities.  In addition, her own multi-cultural profile
makes her an ideal catalyst to bridge any gaps that might exist between long-time ski instructors
and newcomer skiers.

Robert Williams - Southwestern Zone Candidate
Hello everyone! I’m Robbie, based out of Whistler. Originally from London, England, I

have been in Canada for nine years, ski every day I can, and have no intention of stopping
anytime soon! I’ve recently passed my CSIA Level Four, and thoroughly enjoyed being a Level
Two Course Conductor for the first time last season. Training other skiers who have a similar
love and passion for the sport is the best job I've had or could ever imagine having. Alongside
my time in Canada, I’ve also done three seasons in Australia and one in Japan.

I wish to be on the Board of Directors for CSIA BC to help bring to light and address
unique challenges our members face. Primarily, the Government of Canada has recently taken
ski instruction off of the list of professions one can use as skilled labour to apply for Permanent
Residency. This will certainly have a detrimental effect on keeping skilled, international
CSIA-qualified instructors in our ski schools across the province, as they will have to look
elsewhere to find skilled labour for their Permanent Residence application. I wish to help initiate
and drive a collaboration amongst the CSIA, ski resorts, the CWSAA and others to petition the
provincial and national government on the importance of international staff to the industry and
what they help provide, to hopefully reinstate ski instruction onto the skilled labour list.

Kia Kaspian - Southwestern Zone Candidate
Nothing excites me more than the opportunity to represent the CSIA Members in the

Southwestern Zone, my home. I have spent my entire 15 years of membership teaching at
Cypress Mountain, where I am now the Snow School Director. Throughout my journey, I have
had the opportunity to work in every possible element of a ski instructor’s career. I have also
had the pleasure of meeting so many people from all over the country during my journey to the
CSIA Level 4, all the while staying loyal to my roots, never leaving the Vancouver North Shore.
Now, both my role as a Ski School Director and Course Conductor with the CSIA have provided
me with valuable insight on the needs and desires of our members. My sole purpose, if elected
to represent the Southwestern Zone on the BC Board of Directors, will be to be the voice of the
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members in our area. I will help communicate our unique needs and work to not only ensure
that you feel that your membership brings you value, but that you feel valued as a member.

As my passion and chosen career, I want to do my best to provide CSIA members with
every tool and avenue for success that is available. I want for you, the members, to feel that no
matter what your commitment level to the industry is or what your intentions are, to feel that your
goals and dreams are achievable, with the support of your community – the CSIA.

Mark Machin - Southwestern Zone Candidate
Mark Machin is a seasonal instructor at Cypress Mountain Snowschool, Vancouver,

alongside his full-time job with MNP as an advisor to Indigenous communities. He gained his
passion for skiing and the mountains during his 10-year military career in the United Kingdom,
learning his first turns at annual alpine race camps on the Stubai Glacier in Austria.

This setting also sparked his love for supporting individuals’ personal growth through
adventurous outdoor pursuits, particularly to see children and youth learn the value of teams
and find their edge, and to help adults rediscover play and physical courage, all within deep
respect for nature and the environment.

As an advisor and management consultant since moving to Vancouver in 2020, Mark
works closely with several First Nations across Canada, particularly in BC and Alberta. Skilled in
strategy, finance and major project management, he assists them in solving some of their most
pressing challenges. He firmly believes in the criticality of Indigenous peoples and their ways in
the future of Canada, particularly regarding preserving the land and mitigating climate change.
Through his work as a ski instructor, he helps others gain the same respect, appreciation and
enjoyment of our world.

Mark is 34 years old, married with a 5-year-old son, and holds an Engineer’s Degree and
Master of Business Administration (MBA). Having occupied senior leadership positions in
various settings, and now leading his own practice at MNP, he intends to contribute keenly as a
CSIA BC Board member, leveraging all aspects of his professional experience.

Massimo Bellini Bressi  - Southwestern Zone Candidate
No Bio included
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Kootenay Zone - 1 Director Role available

Julie Bernasconi - Kootenay Zone Candidate

Originally from Quebec, I have been based in the Kootenays and working at Fernie
Alpine Resort as a full-time ski instructor for the last 10 years. I am currently a CSIA level 4,
Course Conductor, Freestyle instructor and Head coach of the Fernie big mountain team.
I feel lucky to be working in an industry that I am this passionate about and to be part of the
amazing community that is skiing. Having had opportunities to work in Australia and New
Zealand as well as across Canada, I feel that I bring a varied background of experience that
would be a great asset to the CSIA BC. I understand the ski industry in British Columbia and the
needs of the Kootenay region.

I have been a CSIA member since 2005, sharing this passion with other skiers and
instructors and contributing to their positive experience is what I like the most about my work.
Joining the BC Board would allow me to share this passion with a larger group and continue
providing positive experiences for members. I am a strong female advocate and by joining the
BC board, I would like to contribute to making the ski industry more inclusive for all genders and
minorities. I bring a design degree to the table and would be excited to share that knowledge
and expertise with the board to help keep our organization relevant across all age groups. As a
member of the board, I would advocate for versatility in our offerings for members to help create
strong all-round skiers and instructors.

We are all very lucky to live in the beautiful Kootenays, I am grateful for this opportunity
to represent this incredible region on the BC Board.

Sam Lancaster - Kootenay Zone Candidate

Hi! My name is Sam Lancaster and I am entering into my 21 st year of ski instructing. I work at
the Kimberley Alpine Resort in the beautiful Purcell Mountains as the Training Coordinator.

I enjoy working with and meeting new instructors every season at my home hill and also
while teaching courses at other mountains. Seeing others development and progress over a
season or over a single day keeps me fueled and motivated to always improve myself. I have
been a Level 4 Ski Instructor since 2014 and I am also a Level 3 Course Conductor currently
working towards my trainer development designation. I am seeking a director position on the
board because I would like to give back and contribute to a sport and profession that has given
me so many opportunities. I believe the board should play a role in engaging and maintaining
instructor involvement at the local level, creating a place that fosters a sense of belonging and
creating a product that instructors want to be a part of. I have experience being a board member
as I am the Treasurer for our local fire department social club. I understand governance and
board procedure. If I am a successful applicant I will to listen to the membership and in turn help
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share information. I wish to represent my region to the best of my ability and hope to make
some new friends along the way.

Taz Scully - Kootenay Zone Candidate
My current experience as the Community Engagement Manager for a Canadian

non-profit organisation and over 9 years of Snowsports instruction, makes me uniquely qualified
to assist the CSIA BC Region as a Regional Director.

I am responsible for outreach programs, education programs, event
organisation/coordination, and promotion which involves a lot of communication and public
speaking. I believe these skills are applicable to achieving the goals of the CSIA in
coordination of regional events and maximising member engagement activities for the
Kootenay Region. Furthermore, I work closely with a volunteer force of over 140 people -
recruiting, training, and scheduling, as well as constantly striving to improve our volunteer
and staff retention.

My technology skills extend to managing the organisation’s website, social media
channels and promotion, so I believe I can effectively contribute to the improvement of the CSIA
BC Region’s social media presence and engagement. I wish to propose an Instructor Highlight
series, which recognises instructors and deserving members of our community, and will
increase the frequency of the account’s posts.

I have also been a Community Coordinator and mentor for the CSIA’s WIS Mentorship
program, and really loved the opportunity to connect with more instructors around BC. I’m
excited by the potential to engage with instructors, trainers, directors and more to create
the most useful and relevant Pro days and events possible.

I would be thrilled to represent and work with the Kootenay Region going forward.

Lorraine Zerafa - Kootenay Zone Candidate
No Bio included


